
Banquet & events
in a world of luxury by the sea



Welcome in Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus

Uniquely located on the beautiful coast of Scheveningen and only 15 
minutes from the city center of The Hague, you will find Grand Hotel Amrâth 
Kurhaus; the perfect location for your business meeting or event! The 10 
characteristic rooms each have their own charm that complement the 
historic character of the hotel, with the impressive Kurzaal as its beating 
heart. The rooms are each multifunctional, provided with all the necessary  
equipment and suitable for both small and large groups of up to 1500 people. 
Enjoy a well-rested night in one of the 270 rooms or suites. Enjoy pure flavors 

at Restaurant Waves and unwind completely after a day of exercise at the 
Kurhaus Spa & Beauty. Use our banquet rooms in a way that works best 
for you: everything is possible, we are happy to think along with you! From a 
business meeting to an intimate concert to a vibrant party; your guests are 
our guests, whatever you organize we make something magical out of it!

Roxana Tajvar - General Manager
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From idea to big event

Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus is known for its rich past and the excellent 
execution of high-quality and majestic gatherings. The hotel houses 10 
prestigious meeting and event rooms which are characterized by either a 
unique and historic décor, a wealth of daylight and / or breathtaking sea 
views. A mix of charm and allure, in which authenticity and elegance go 
hand in hand. Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus offers you a range of rooms 
that lend themselves perfectly to an inspiring and memorable gathering, 
with the world-famous Kurzaal as its shining centrepiece. Exceptional 

on any scale; Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus offers you the opportunity to 
organize unforgettable grand meetings seamlessly. We look forward to 
working with you to create the perfect entourage for your event. Let yourself 
and your guests be enchanted in our magical World of Luxury by the Sea!
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In the beautiful and majestic Kurzaal almost anything is possible. This 
unique and famous hall is suitable for dining, dancing, concerts, exhibitions 
and receptions. The galleries on the first floor with a view of the majestic 
hall can also be used together with the Kurzaal if desired. Whether the 
character of your event is stylish, trendy, businesslike, artistic or intimate, 
the Kurzaal offers the perfect setting. The beautiful ceiling frescoes, which 
date back to 1904, are a spectacular added bonus.

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  950  21        29              33           1,80x2,80

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  X   X       800             500 1250

Extra   Ceiling has 4 hooks that hold a weight of 1000 kg 
  15 X 220V-200 VA| 1 X 380 V | 3 X 63 Amp | 1 X 125 Amp

The gallery on the 2nd floor offers a beautiful view of the Kurzaal and can 
easily be reached from the Kurzaal by stairs or elevator. The gallery is ideal 
for, for example, a reception, break or reception prior to an event in the 
Kurzaal, but can also serve as an expansion of the capacity of the Kurzaal 
for, for example, an exhibition or concert. Plenty of possibilities, we are 
happy to think along with you!

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  228         3,18      45,5               5               n.v.t.

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  X   X       220             180 500

Extra

Kurzaal Gallery
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The Jacob Pronk room is an excellent location for larger events, business 
meetings or conferences. With an area of 640 square meters, the Jacob 
Pronk room can rightly be called a ballroom and for this the space is 
frequently used. Equipped with a hydraulic stage and an extensive truss 
ceiling system, the space also serves as a fully-fledged auditorium or 
theater hall. The room has several entrances and exits, a private foyer and 
terrace with sea views. 

In the Pronk Foyer we receive the guests who meet in the Jacob Pronk room 
during reception and breaks. An event in this room can also be concluded 
with a drink. 

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  640 4.20        32             200          1,94x2,50

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  80 330       600             330  650

Extra   Floor-recessed stage of 22 x 6 meters 
  Lighting system available

The Cor Ruys room is one of the most special rooms of Grand Hotel Amrâth 
Kurhaus. The hall was originally designed as a ballroom, with impressive 
chandeliers, pillars and a Rococo-style mantelpiece. These elements give 
the space a sense of splendor and elegance. The Cor Ruys room offers 
a unique setting for a formal get-together, a stylish dinner or an artistic 
exhibition.

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  160 7,10        20               8           2,10x2,80

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  50  70       150              90 100

Extra

Jacob Pronk
& Pronk Foyer Cor Ruys
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The Jan Toorop room is located directly behind Restaurant Waves. This 
room of spacious size is ideally suited for presentations or parties. With 
the special lighting system, you can change the room into any desired 
color. With the Jacob Maris room as a reception and/or break room, this 
space offers many possibilities for your meeting with a formal or informal 
character.

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  250 4,40     16,50              12          1,75x2,25

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  56 120       260             190 300

Extra   Lighting system available

The Jacob Maris room is often used as a reception and break room in 
combination with the adjacent Jan Toorop room. For a reception prior to 
a dinner or event in the Jacob Maris room, the Bar-Lounge of Restaurant 
Waves, which is connected on the other side of the room, can be added to 
the space. In addition, the room is also suitable for small business meetings 
or training courses.

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  93 2,35      11,40             8,13         1,89x2,35

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  12   X        X                X    X

Extra

Jan Toorop Jacob Maris
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With panoramic views of the North Sea and the spectacular bird ceiling 
hand-painted by Gertie Bierenbroodspot, our Conservatory is sure to leave 
lasting memories. A unique location for a high tea, reception, lunch or 
dinner in private company up to 150 people. Set up of the Conservatory is 
according to your specific wishes; we are open to your suggestions.

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  140   4        11              14           2,45x1,65

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  X   X         X              70  150

Extra  

The Hall of Mirrors, together with the Cor Ruys and Kurzaal, is the pride of 
Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus. Originally, the room served as a conversation 
room; a graceful setting for conversation and social interaction. The most 
eye-catching elements of this room are of course the faceted mirrors on the 
walls, although the chandeliers and the beautiful wallpaper also contribute 
to the elegance of this space. A breathtakingly beautiful setting for private 
dinners, a high-quality business meeting or press conference.

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  93 2,35     11,40             8,13         1,89x2,35

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  12   20         40               X    X

Extra

The Conservatory The Mirror room
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The Paul van Vliet lounge is located in the Kurzaal. From the lounge you 
look at the Kurhaus square on the one hand and on the other side you look 
out on the Kurzaal through the stained glass doors. This space is perfect 
for small gatherings such as a meeting or private dining. The Paul van Vliet 
lounge also serves well as a crew room at events!

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  25 3,90      3,50               7            1,08x2,80

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  10    X        X             10    X

Extra   Smart TV

The Louis David lounge is located in the Kurzaal, just like the Paul van Vliet. 
From the lounge you look at the Kurhaus square on the one hand and on the 
other side you look out on the Kurzaal through the stained glass doors. This 
space is perfect for small gatherings such as a meeting or private dining. 
The Louis David lounge also serves well as a crew room at events!

  M2        HEIGHT       LENGTH          WIDTH          DOOR

Sizes  34 2,60        6              4             1,08x2,80

Setup  U-shape School   Theatre          Dinner      Reception

Capacity  10   X        X              10   X

Extra   Smart TV

Paul van Vliet Lounge Louis Davids Lounge
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ZAAL   AFMETING        HOOGTE     LENGTE          BREEDTE      DEUR          U-VORM      SCHOOL        THEATER      DINER         RECEPTIE    BOARDROOM   CARRE 
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The rooms of Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus are each unique in their own way and suitable for your meeting or event with a business or informal character. 
All rooms are wheelchair accessible and have air conditioning. 
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Surprising flavor combinations
& titillating dishes
Good food is meant to be enjoyed and shared. Treat your guests, friends, 
family or colleagues to the culinary creations of our Executive Chef 
and his team. Inspiring events with tailor-made taste experiences and 
unparalleled service that is how Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus pampers its 
guests. Drink, dine and enjoy in a world of good taste and luxury. Discover 
unique flavors in unforgettable dishes that make Grand Hotel Amrâth 
Kurhaus a true culinary destination. Our food experts bring a passion for 
food and an eye for detail to your event. Through a sample menu we offer 
you a tasteful impression of the fine cuisine that awaits your company. 
Compositions that excite the taste buds; a culinary interlude fits into 

almost every program! Discover unique flavours in unforgettable dishes 
that make Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus a true culinary destination. 
Our food experts bring a passion for food and an eye for detail to your 
event. Ranging from sweet delicacies, to refined hors d’oeuvres, seasonal 
specialties, dishes that surprise or famous classics, Grand Hotel Amrâth 
Kurhaus will inspire you! Favorite drinks, hip cocktails and an exclusive 
selection of wines complete the experience. Ask for our suggestions or let 
us make a proposal based on your special wishes with special, unusual 
flavor combinations.
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Sweet dreams
& wake up well-rested

In an oasis of luxury, elegance and exclusive service, a stone’s throw from 
the beach you will find Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus. The 270 rooms and 
suites, which offer spectacular views over the sea or the lively square, 
offer an intimate atmosphere with modern convenience. Design accents 
emphasize a relaxed color palette, warmed by rich wood or marble 
accents, elegant lighting and luxury bedding. The rooms offer amenities 
such as a minibar, coffee machine and kettle, room service and free 
wireless internet. The rooms and suites vary in size between 20 and 98 
square meters. The multi-room suites guarantee an extra phenomenal 

experience and are exceptionally suitable for longer stays. The spacious 
bathrooms with lovely bath and shower and care products provide all the 
relaxation needed after a day full of endeavor. In our comfortable, extra-
long box spring beds you will wake up rested and energetic. Let the natural 
sunlight and the breezes and sounds of the North Sea gently wake you up 
while enjoying every moment of your unforgettable stay in our world of 
seaside luxury.

Superior rooms

• 20-25 m2

• 2 persons

• 2 X single bed or Kingsize bed

• Coffee and tea facilities

• Bureau

• Free Wi-Fi

• Safe

Executive rooms

• 25 m2

• 2 persons

• 2 X single bed or Kingsize bed

• Coffee and tea facilities

• Bureau

• Free Wi-Fi

• Safe

• Balcony

Land view suites

• 88 m2

• 2 persons

• Kingsize bed

• Coffee and tea facilities

• Sitting area

• Bureau

• Free Wi-Fi

• Safe

Sea view suites

• 68 m2

• 2 persons

• Kingsize bed

• Bureau

• Sitting area

• Coffee and tea facilities

• Free Wi-Fi

• Safe

• Sea view

• Balcony

Presidential suites

• 98 m2

• 2 persons

• Kingsize bed

• Bureau

• Sitting area

• Coffee and tea facilities

• Free Wi-Fi

• Safe

• Sea view

• Private balcony

Rooms
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Executive sea

• 20-25 m2

• 2 persons

• 2 X single bed or Kingsize bed

• Coffee and tea facilities

• Bureau

• Free Wi-Fi

• Safe

• Balcony with sea view

Triple rooms

• 35 m2

• 4 persons

• 2 X Kingsize bed

• Nespresso machine

• Bureau

• Free Wi-Fi

• Safe

• Connecting kamers

Superior sea 

• 20-25 m2

• 2 persons

• 2 X single bed or Kingsize bed

• Coffee and tea facilities

• Bureau

• Free Wi-Fi

• Safe

• Balcony with sea view



From the smell of fresh croissants and coffee in the morning to a fresh 
salad or juicy steak, there is always an opportunity to experience the 
culinary delights of Restaurant Waves. Choose fresh and healthy, sweet 
and irresistible, bites to share or mouth-watering dishes to lose yourself 

Restaurant Waves

in. Enjoy a delicious cocktail in the Waves bar or on the terrace at the up 
or down tide of the North Sea or during the sunset that gives your visit to 
Restaurant Waves a golden edge.
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Kurhaus Spa & Beauty

At the Kurhaus Spa & Beauty you only have to just be, to experience the 
ultimate feeling of peace and relaxation. Whether you want to relax in the 
sauna, exercise in the gym, swim with a sea view or immerse yourself 
in a wealth of body and facial treatments, you will lack nothing! Enjoy 

ultimate well-being as intended according to centuries-old traditions and 
imagine yourself in an oasis of peace; in a World of Luxury by the Sea!
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PARKING

As a hotel guest you can use our valet parking service. The costs are € 41,- per night. The 

capacity of our parking space is limited and parking is therefore subject to availability. If 

you want to use this service, you can indicate this when you make your reservation. Parking 

is also possible at the Interparking Boulevard car park, located 5 minutes away from the 

Kurhaus. The address of the parking garage is Strandweg 179, The Hague. There is the 

possibility to request exit tickets when booking your event.

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The Kurhaus is easily accessible by public transport. Tram 1 and 9 both depart from both 

The Hague Hollands Spoor station and The Hague Central Station. You can get off in front 

of the door, Kurhaus stop.

ADDRESS

Gevers Deynootplein 30, 2586 CK The Hague-Scheveningen
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Accessibility & parking

OPTIONAL RESERVATION

If you are considering an event with us, we are happy to place an optional reservation for 

you. This non-binding reservation remains valid in most cases fourteen days after the 

optional reservation has been made. If it appears that we can directly accept a confirmed 

reservation for the space and packages that we have optionally reserved for you for third 

parties, we will contact you immediately and will then ask you to decide within 24 hours 

whether you want to confirm or cancel the reservation. Without notice to the contrary, 

the option will expire after the expiry date that is stated in your optional reservation. 

An optional reservation can be extended in consultation and on the basis of availability, 

provided that this extension is requested by you in writing or by e-mail within the option 

period and has been confirmed by Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus.

CONFIRMED RESERVATION

Your reservation is confirmed if we have received a signed copy of the reservation 

confirmation before the stated expiry date. If we do not have a signed booking confirmation 

in our possession before this expiry date, Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus reserves the right 

to offer the reserved spaces to third parties again.

UNIFORM CONDITIONS FOR THE HOTEL AND CATERING INDUSTRY (UVH)

The Uniform Conditions for the Hotel and Catering Industry apply to all our reservations. By 

signing the booking confirmation, you agree to these conditions. On request, we can send 

you a copy of the UVH.

GUARANTEED NUMBER OF GUESTS

The guaranteed number of guests must be provided in writing or by e-mail two weeks 

before the reservation date. The guarantee number of guests applies to all our packages 

and reserved events. This means that we will invoice you for the number of guests as is 

confirmed. If this number turns out to be too low, the additional costs will be charged on 

the basis of subsequent calculation.

PAYMENT TERMS

Grand Hotel Amrâth Kurhaus reserves the right to request a prepayment, which may be up 

to 100% of the budgeted reservation amount. A credit card guarantee is also required.

EVENT INSURANCE

We would like to draw your attention to the possibility of an event insurance. Ask your 

insurance company for the terms.

Reservation & payment
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GRAND HOTEL AMRÂTH KURHAUS
WHERE ENDLESS POSSIBILITIES INSPIRE THE EXTRAORDINARY!



GRAND HOTEL AMRÂTH KURHAUS
Gevers Deynootplein 30, 2586 CK Den Haag, The Netherlands, Tel. +31 70 4162 636, info@amrathkurhaus.com, www.amrathkurhaus.com

SURROUNDED BY LEGENDARY HISTORY AND GRAND ARCHITECTURE!


